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Agenda
9:00 AM – 9:15 AM Welcome & Introductions

9:15 AM – 9:30 AM Recap of previous meeting, Feb. 14th

9:30 AM – 10:30 AM Imagery Working Group Tasks:
• Charter and participants’
• Imagery Business Use and Critical Activities spreadsheet
• Imagery Inventory (existing assets) spreadsheet
• Digital State Imagery Repository Business Case

10:30 AM – 10:45 AM Legislative Planning
• Resource needs
• Legislative timeline
• Questions for the group

10:45 AM – 11:00 AM Closing
• Wrap Up
• Next Steps - Assignments - Future Meetings
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Recap: Working Group meeting Feb. 14, 2024
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Working group needs:
1. Need for a central repository or inventory of state imagery
2. Need to build productive collaboration across agencies that use imagery.  Imagery 

coordination.
3. Current statewide imagery (NAIP) does not meet all state needs

a) Lots of ground level support for an imagery program.  Funding is the question.  One point, 
one payment contract and ability to readily buyup. Other types of imagery (thermal, UAV)

4. Desire for technical sessions, such as raster analysis or imagery management
- Image classification software options, SITSD approval

First tasks:
• Charter and active participants’ (document)
• Imagery Business Use and Critical Activities (spreadsheet)
• Inventory of State Imagery (spreadsheet)
• Imagery Repository Business Case (document)
• Other ideas discussed:  list of funding opportunities, historic imagery (where are vaults and boxes), 

imagery as a service and concerns with contracts (primary interest is broad, publicly availability)

 The documents above will become key sections of a Montana Imagery Plan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mark Ockey, DEQ –  Image Classification software options, availability? Permission from SITSDJeremy Crowley, UM – Thermal imagery, Other types?  UAV, Lidar
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Charter and Participants
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“Active” members v. “recipients” who want to be informed
If you are potentially interested in a larger role with the working group, please complete this survey: 
https://forms.office.com/g/5LpvzY8sy2?origin=lprLink

Finalize and adopt Charter  => 
Send out for initials.

 

Montana Spatial Data Infrastructure  
Imagery Working Group Charter 

March 20, 2024 
 

 
Purpose 
The Montana Spatial Data Infrastructure Imagery Working Group, referred to as the 
Montana Imagery Working Group (MIWG) meets regularly to communicate, plan, and 
execute initiatives aimed at improving efficiencies and standardizing procedures related to 
the collection, maintenance, and dissemination of orthoimagery within Montana. 

 
 Purpose of the Montana Geospatial Information Act 

90-1-402. Purpose. The purpose of this part is to develop a standardized, sustainable 
method to collect, maintain, and disseminate information in digital formats about the 
natural and artificial land characteristics of Montana. Geospatial information changes 
continuously and is needed by businesses, citizens, governmental entities, and others in 
digital formats to be most effective and productive. This part will ensure that digital 
geospatial information is collected consistently, maintained accurately in accordance with 
standards, and made available in common ways for all potential uses and users, both 
private and public. Through planning and grant making, this part prioritizes consistent 
collection, accurate maintenance, and common availability of geospatial information to 
provide needed, standardized, and uniform geospatial information in digital formats. 

 

Working Group Authority: 

The Working Group reports to and advises the Montana Geographic Information Advisory 
Council (MGIAC) on imagery related topics. 

The Working Group is authorized by the MGIAC to ensure imagery meets the current and future 
needs of the participating agencies and allows for full participation and representation of those 
agencies.  

● “ the prioritized needs to collect, maintain, and disseminate geospatial 
information;” 

● “coordinate the development of standards for geographic information systems, 
geospatial information, and geospatial technologies; 

● (i) serve as the primary point of contact for national, regional, state, and other GIS 
coordinating groups for the purpose of channeling issues and projects to the 
appropriate individual, organization, agency, or other entity.” 

Goals: 

Draft available by request

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Continue to meet monthly

https://forms.office.com/g/5LpvzY8sy2?origin=lprLink
https://forms.office.com/g/5LpvzY8sy2?origin=lprLink







Montana Spatial Data Infrastructure 
Imagery Working Group Charter

March 20, 2024




Purpose

The Montana Spatial Data Infrastructure Imagery Working Group, referred to as the Montana Imagery Working Group (MIWG) meets regularly to communicate, plan, and execute initiatives aimed at improving efficiencies and standardizing procedures related to the collection, maintenance, and dissemination of orthoimagery within Montana.	Comment by Blandford, Troy: "imagery" okay here?  does orthoimagery limit us too much?  Is imagery too broad and overlapping with other programs?


	Purpose of the Montana Geospatial Information Act

90-1-402. Purpose. The purpose of this part is to develop a standardized, sustainable method to collect, maintain, and disseminate information in digital formats about the natural and artificial land characteristics of Montana. Geospatial information changes continuously and is needed by businesses, citizens, governmental entities, and others in digital formats to be most effective and productive. This part will ensure that digital geospatial information is collected consistently, maintained accurately in accordance with standards, and made available in common ways for all potential uses and users, both private and public. Through planning and grant making, this part prioritizes consistent collection, accurate maintenance, and common availability of geospatial information to provide needed, standardized, and uniform geospatial information in digital formats.



Working Group Authority:

The Working Group reports to and advises the Montana Geographic Information Advisory Council (MGIAC) on imagery related topics.

The Working Group is authorized by the MGIAC to ensure imagery meets the current and future needs of the participating agencies and allows for full participation and representation of those agencies. 

· “ the prioritized needs to collect, maintain, and disseminate geospatial information;”

· “coordinate the development of standards for geographic information systems, geospatial information, and geospatial technologies;

· (i) serve as the primary point of contact for national, regional, state, and other GIS coordinating groups for the purpose of channeling issues and projects to the appropriate individual, organization, agency, or other entity.”

Goals:
The MIWG recognizes as a first task the need to develop a Montana Imagery Plan that sets the path for statewide imagery coordination. Initial tasks include an assessment of imagery business use and critical activities, an inventory of existing state agency imagery, and development of a business case for an imagery repository.  The MIWG will identify future tasks accordingly to meet the imagery data needs of Montana’s stakeholders and partners.



Meeting Frequency:

Meetings will occur approximately monthly (~2 hours each) December 2023 through June 2024. Meeting frequency going forward will vary based on identified tasks but is expected to be approximately twice per year. The frequency and duration of meetings will be reevaluated regularly.	Comment by Blandford, Troy: should we meet more frequently through the next Leg. session?

Resources:

Resources required for the functioning of the MIWG will be the volunteered time of its membership for meetings, research, documentation, and the execution of tasks.

Membership & Roles:

All meetings are open to anyone who has an interest. Membership is generally grouped into “active participants” and “recipients”:

1. Active participants (see Table): actively attend meetings, provide guidance and input on state imagery needs, develop content, review documents, identify objectives, and execute tasks, among other duties. Active participants sign this Charter, indicating a larger time commitment than recipients.

2. Recipients: want to be kept informed and receive all meeting invites and notes but generally do not guide decisions or execute tasks.


Leadership Structure:

The Montana Imagery Working Group is led by the Montana State Library:

Chair

Erin Fashoway, State GIS Coordinator Montana State Library

P: 406.444.9013 | E: efashoway@mt.gov

Co-Chair

Troy Blandford, Water Information Lead

Montana State Library

P: 406.444.7930 | E: tblandford@mt.gov







		Name

		Organization

		Writing and reviewing best practices or a Montana Imagery Plan

		Reporting to Council, Commission, GIS Managers Forum, MAGIP, Legislature, and other Stakeholders

		Testing technical workflow

		Writing and developing policies or standards

		Represent your organization at stakeholder events

		Providing expert testimony (written or oral presentation) to support imagery efforts

		Supply graphics for visualization of various image solutions 



		Erin Fashoway

		Montana State Library

		✓

		✓

		✓

		✓

		✓

		✓

		



		Troy Blandford

		Montana State Library

		✓

		✓

		✓

		✓

		✓

		✓

		



		Meghan Burns

		Montana State Library

		✓

		

		✓

		✓

		✓

		

		



		Mike Eidum

		Dept. of Transportation

		✓

		

		✓

		✓

		✓

		✓

		



		Robin Rude

		Dept. of Revenue

		✓

		

		✓

		

		✓

		✓

		



		Mark Blevins

		DEQ

		✓

		

		✓

		✓

		✓

		✓

		✓



		Dorothy Friday

		Eagleview

		

		

		

		

		✓

		

		



		Jason Caldwell

		Sanborn

		✓

		

		

		✓

		

		

		



		Melissa Christie

		NV5

		✓

		

		

		✓

		

		✓

		✓



		Jeremy Crowley

		University of Montana

		✓

		

		✓

		✓

		

		

		✓



		Rob Eadie

		Hexagon

		✓

		

		

		

		✓

		✓

		✓



		Cody Benkleman

		ESRI

		

		

		✓

		

		✓

		✓

		✓



		Eric Spangenberg

		MGIAC (L&C County)?

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Manny Cajuguiran

		Madison County

		

		

		✓

		✓

		

		

		✓



		Bret Lian?

		DNRC?

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Frank Dougher/ Anna Schweiger

		Montana State University

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		MAGIP board member? Rob Ahl?

		MAGIP

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		KR Bixby?

		Bureau of Indian Affairs

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Joe Kolman? Rob Ahl? Nathan Parry?

		USFS, NRCS?

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		James Merrill

		USDA NAIP

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Mike Powell

		Yellowstone County

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		MBMG?

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		Historical Society?

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		Student University

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Tribal?

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		Private Contractor

		

		

		

		

		

		

		





Active Participants and Roles
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Imagery Business Use and Critical Activities

• Identify critical activities/business uses for imagery
• What are the requirements?

• Desired resolution
• Refresh cycle
• Geographic area of interest
• Desired ground conditions 

• What are the potential benefits or cost savings? (now and future, such as ½ foot imagery v. 3-inch imagery)

• Draft spreadsheet =>

5

Sector Agency/Organization
Primary Imagery Use (program, statute, or other 
desc. of the activity)

Current needs met 
by MSDI Imagery 
(NAIP) yes/no

Desired Accuracy/ 
Resolution (NAIP is 60cm 
to 1 meter) Desired Refresh cycle

Desired 
Geographic area

Desired Ground 
conditions, leaf-on or 
leaf-off, and other 
considerations

State Montana State Library
essential reference layer for mapping Montana Spatial 
Data Infrastructure and other geospatial layers

Most needs met, but 
not all 

would like higher 
resolution, such as 6" to 1-
foot

complete statewide every 
two years is okay, but 
would like better access 
to more frequent imagery 
after change events, such 
as flooding and other 
natural disasters statewide

have reasons for leaf-off 
and leaf-on

State DNRC

Water Rights Adjudication; Trust Lands: historic land use 
for internal purposes (roads, bridges, dams, easements) / 
UAS: dam inspections, volume calculations of material, 
forestry applications, documenting cultural resources.  
Irrigated lands mapping.

Yes.  (supplement as 
needed with UAS 
imagery) statewide

State MDT

Decision making: reduces uncertainties; Record keeping: 
whether it's project documentation or asset 
management, UAS imagery can provide an accurate, 
permanent visual record; Planning: survey work, geotech, 
CAD, Digital as-built surveys, etc. No 6"

yearly collection of 
imagery statewide leaf-off

State DOR
Ag and Timber productivity analysis; Change Detection; 
Property Appraisal (ability to measure) No.

would like higher 
resolution

would like more frequent 
cycle statewide Leaf-off

State DEQ

Permit Compliance: easy to identify and communicate 
permit violations; Change Detection: visualize how sites 
evolve over time; Inspecial Efficiency: drastically reduces 
time needed to inspect sites, essentially can inspect 2x 
more sites during a typical inspection trip No

would like higher 
resolution more frequent statewide Leaf-off 

State Dept. of Agriculture
Basemaps, field work, and scouting for groundwater 
springs Yes

NAIP adequate, but higher 
resolution likely helpful 2-years is adequate statewide Leaf-on

City Missoula
Public Works project research and planning; Parks and 
Recreation; Growth Visualization No Missoula Valley Leaf-off 

City Bozeman
Planimetric Data; Planning Projects; Engineering Projects; 
Regulatory Compliance

would like oblique 
imagery for GIS/Asset 
management

yearly collection of 
imagery; two year 
collection for Lidar Bozeman

started collecting leaf on 
August 2023

County Yellowstone
New construction and new roads; DES and emergency 
response; Public Works and Floodplain Analysis Leaf-off ?

State/University
University of Montana - 
Mansfield Library

Archives and Special Collections is the image provider, not 
user. Patron uses include documenting changes in 
landscape; documenting the footprint of industrial sites; 
changes in municipalities through time; existence/non-
existence of access points (to prove there was a road 
through an area that pre-dates private land acquisition)

Private
Tribal
Nonprofit

Draft available by request


Agencies

		Sector		Agency/Organization		Primary Imagery Use (program, statute, or other desc. of the activity)		Current needs met by MSDI Imagery (NAIP) yes/no		Desired Accuracy/ Resolution (NAIP is 60cm to 1 meter)		Desired Refresh cycle		Desired Geographic area		Desired Ground conditions, leaf-on or leaf-off, and other considerations		Potential benefits/cost savings of an imagery repository

tc={9EDC07AB-CDB3-487B-9167-A8DCA6B9F5E5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    How much effort do agencies spend filling imagery requests?  Is there a lack of awareness that the imagery exists?		Potential benefits/cost savings of a coordinated imagery program

		State		Montana State Library		essential reference layer for mapping Montana Spatial Data Infrastructure and other geospatial layers		Most needs met, but not all 		would like higher resolution, such as 6" to 1-foot		complete statewide every two years is okay, but would like better access to more frequent imagery after change events, such as flooding and other natural disasters		statewide		have reasons for leaf-off and leaf-on		effeciencies of having imagery in one place; leverage state geospatial portal for distribution of data to users; One state government initiative		Providing data and GIS coordination is MSL's mission; leverage buying power of governmental entities; minimize duplication of effort; partnering and sharing with local; and tribal entities; imagery becomes more valueable with more use (buy it once, use it many times)

		State		DNRC		Water Rights Adjudication; Trust Lands: historic land use for internal purposes (roads, bridges, dams, easements) / UAS: dam inspections, volume calculations of material, forestry applications, documenting cultural resources.  Irrigated lands mapping.		Yes.  (supplement as needed with UAS imagery)						statewide

		State		MDT		Decision making: reduces uncertainties; Record keeping: whether it's project documentation or asset management, UAS imagery can provide an accurate, permanent visual record; Planning: survey work, geotech, CAD, Digital as-built surveys, etc.		No 		6"		yearly collection of imagery		statewide		leaf-off		Common source of authoritative data, single source of truth		Reduction in duplicative data collection efforts using UAS. Official standards, best practices, and data management

		State		DOR		Ag and Timber productivity analysis; Change Detection; Property Appraisal (ability to measure)

tc={87D5B649-17AE-4D9D-BFB5-3E1103D1723B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    are there new or planned imagery business cases?  wishlist		No.

tc={0D663083-370D-4C7C-8352-634EB7D13E0C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    oblique images desired?										

tc={9EDC07AB-CDB3-487B-9167-A8DCA6B9F5E5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    How much effort do agencies spend filling imagery requests?  Is there a lack of awareness that the imagery exists?		would like higher resolution

tc={B11C41FA-1348-4943-B8AB-329E97D43B3D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Is 6" adequate?		would like more frequent cycle		statewide		Leaf-off		effeciencies of having imagery in one place		shared buy from agencies for afforable access; hub where different agencies can share their purchased imagery; more frequent imagery updates

		State		DEQ		Permit Compliance: easy to identify and communicate permit violations; Change Detection: visualize how sites evolve over time; Inspecial Efficiency: drastically reduces time needed to inspect sites, essentially can inspect 2x more sites during a typical inspection trip		No		would like higher resolution

tc={5C2C5797-DE14-4FB6-B168-2FE91F6560F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Is 6" adequate		more frequent		statewide		Leaf-off 		reduced time spent filling requests for imagery		shared collections

		State		Dept. of Agriculture		Basemaps, field work, and scouting for groundwater springs		Yes		NAIP adequate, but higher resolution likely helpful		2-years is adequate		statewide		Leaf-on

		City		Missoula		Public Works project research and planning; Parks and Recreation; Growth Visualization		No						Missoula Valley		Leaf-off 				access to high-quality imagery at fraction of the cost

		City		Bozeman		Planimetric Data; Planning Projects; Engineering Projects; Regulatory Compliance		would like oblique imagery for GIS/Asset management				yearly collection of imagery; two year collection for Lidar		Bozeman		started collecting leaf on August 2023				access to high-quality imagery at fraction of the cost

		County		Yellowstone		New construction and new roads; DES and emergency response; Public Works and Floodplain Analysis										Leaf-off ?				access to high-quality imagery at fraction of the cost

		State/University		University of Montana - Mansfield Library		Archives and Special Collections is the image provider, not user. Patron uses include documenting changes in landscape; documenting the footprint of industrial sites; changes in municipalities through time; existence/non-existence of access points (to prove there was a road through an area that pre-dates private land acquisition)												have expressed interest in providing imagery to MSL		scanning old images and making them available, but they are not georeferenced.  Could use assistance georeferencing and making available in GIS.

		Private

		Tribal

		Nonprofit



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Statute

		Use Category		Functional Need		Statute & Rules		Relevance of imagery		Notable dates

		State Lands		Historic Use of Navigable Riverbeds		77-1-1112		"aerial photographs demonstrating the use to which the application for authorization applies"		Prior to October 1, 2011

		State Lands		Recognition of Historic Right-of-Way		77-1-130		"aerial photographs or images taken by an agency of the United States demonstrating use of the right-of-way applied for"		before 1997

		Environmental Protection		Voluntary Cleanup Plans		75-10-734		"the operational history of the facility, including ownership, and the current use of the facility, including any readily available aerial photographs from within the state of Montana"		showing "operational history and current use"

		State Lands		Application for Easement		77-2-102		 "aerial photographs or images by an agency of the United States government dated prior to October 1, 1997, that depict the county road"		prior to October 1, 1997

		Water Resources Conservation: Water Rights		CSKT Montana Compact		1-1-101		"A United States Geological Survey (USGS) quadrangle map or United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) aerial photo must be included with the application."		various based on effective date of Compact and priority date claimed

		Water Resources Conservation: Water Rights		Statement of Claim		85-2-224		"All maps, plats, or aerial photographs should show as nearly as possible to scale the point of diversion, place of use, place of storage, and other pertinent conveyance facilities."		various based on priority date claimed

		Water Resources Conservation: Water Rights		Adjudication		Title 85		examine water right claims, historic use		pre-July 1, 1973

		Water Resources		Wetland Mapping		90-15-102		wetlands are digitzed using aerial imagery visual evidence		most recent with reference to past years

				Water Quality Monitoring and Habitat Management
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Imagery Inventory
Existing Imagery Assets

• Who has imagery?
• Is it made publicly available?
• Means of dissemination
• Would a central repository be preferred?  Benefits?

• Draft spreadsheet  =>

6

Organization Primary Contact Succint Desciption of the Imagery Geographic extent publicly available? yes, no Means of dissemination (self serve or by request) Would a central repository be preferred?

Statewide 4-band NAIP at 
60cm resolution, 2005, 2009, 2011, 2013, 
2015, 2017, 2019, 2021

statewide yes Public GIS web services for statewide imagery (S3 
bucket; .mrf format); Downloadable in compressed 
MrSID format; Original Tiffs by request (OneDrive or 
external hard drive)

Yes

1990 – 2003 black and 
white, statewide orthos

statewide yes GIS web services for statewide imagery; .Downloadable 
in compressed MrSID format; Original tiffs by request

Yes

Mid-20th century, b&w USGS Single 
Frame Archive, statewide

statewide yes GIS web services for statewide imagery (S3 bucket; 
.mrf format)

Yes

US/Canada Border, 2009 regional yes Original Tiffs by request (OneDrive or external hard 
drive)

Yes

Several local areas, Helena 2004, 2006; 
Butte 2002; Gallatin Valley 2001

local yes Downloadable .sids. Yes

2022 Yellowstone flooding (Flood Hub) regional yes Some downloadable.  Original Tiffs by request 
(OneDrive)

Yes

Various project-based (basins), e.g., 
Flathead Basin 2009 and Yellowstone 
Basin, various years, and resolutions.  
Yellowstone River historic (1948 - 1955)

regional yes Downloadable .sids, .tifs.  A few web services.  A few 
KMZ.  

Yes

some hardcopies in boxes

Landsat clear images (?) regional by request from MSL.  Landsat is freely available on 
other platforms, though it can be challenging to find 
cloud free images.  MSL started a collection of ~cloud 
free images.

Water Resources Survey Imagery - Late 
1930s - 1970s, Approx 36000 images

regional yes web service: 
https://gis.dnrc.mt.gov/imagery/rest/services/Historic; 
Large public request by external hard drive

yes

 USDA 1979 imagery, Approx 7500 
images

statewide yes web service: 
https://gis.dnrc.mt.gov/imagery/rest/services/Historic; 
Large public request by external hard drive

yes

UAS-derived Orthomosaics, Approx 500 
images

regional no Pix4D(Web) or direct connection to tiffs Yes

Environmental: yearly inventory, 
stream/wetland mitigation sites, 
boundary delineation

regional no current imagery stored as tiff files in file directory, not 
easily accessible

Yes

Engineering/Construction: 
photogrammetry, design surface, 
orthomosaics, 3D terrain model, 
aerial and terrestrial LiDAR, thermal, 
mobile network imagery

regional no photogrammetry and lidar data is being stored in project 
folders

Yes

Montana State Library Erin Fashoway, Troy 
Blandford

DNRC Bret Lian

   

Draft available by request

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lewis and Clark Spring 2023 collection in esri world imagery basemap


Sheet1

		Organization		Primary Contact		Succint Desciption of the Imagery		Geographic extent		publicly available? yes, no		Means of dissemination (self serve or by request)		Would a central repository be preferred?		Storage Size

tc={86B1C14F-ADE8-433C-887E-FD3FF0F246AA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Roughly 100 TBs state agencies		Feature Class/shapefile of Footprints, AOI, or tile index available?		Notes

		Montana State Library		Erin Fashoway, Troy Blandford		Statewide 4-band NAIP at 60cm resolution, 2005, 2009, 2011, 2013, 2015, 2017, 2019, 2021		statewide		yes		Public GIS web services for statewide imagery (S3 bucket; .mrf format); Downloadable in compressed MrSID format; Original Tiffs by request (OneDrive or external hard drive)		Yes		NAIP: 25 TB		yes

						1990 – 2003 black and white, statewide orthos		statewide		yes		GIS web services for statewide imagery; .Downloadable in compressed MrSID format; Original tiffs by request		Yes		DOQQ: 516 GB		yes

						Mid-20th century, b&w USGS Single Frame Archive, statewide		statewide		yes		GIS web services for statewide imagery (S3 bucket; .mrf format)		Yes		Historic: 611 GB		yes

						US/Canada Border, 2009		regional		yes		Original Tiffs by request (OneDrive or external hard drive)		Yes		2009 Border: 2.40 TB		can be generated

						Several local areas, Helena 2004, 2006; Butte 2002; Gallatin Valley 2001		local		yes		Downloadable .sids.		Yes		Cities: 258 GB		can be generated

						2022 Yellowstone flooding (Flood Hub)		regional		yes		Some downloadable.  Original Tiffs by request (OneDrive)		Yes				can be generated

						Various project-based (basins), e.g., Flathead Basin 2009 and Yellowstone Basin, various years, and resolutions.  Yellowstone River historic (1948 - 1955)		regional		yes		Downloadable .sids, .tifs.  A few web services.  A few KMZ.  		Yes		Flathead: 4.05 GB; Yellowstone (FTP): 78.4 GB		can be generated

						some hardcopies in boxes

						Landsat clear images (?)		regional				by request from MSL.  Landsat is freely available on other platforms, though it can be challenging to find cloud free images.  MSL started a collection of ~cloud free images.

		DNRC		Bret Lian		Water Resources Survey Imagery - Late 1930s - 1970s, Approx 36000 images		regional

tc={A74DAB58-4435-402C-9374-91D8769FECF6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Approx. coverage? X %		yes		web service: https://gis.dnrc.mt.gov/imagery/rest/services/Historic; Large public request by external hard drive

tc={78BC499B-2144-434F-80AB-7936D5DF3362}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    How common are requests?		yes		450 GB		yes

						 USDA 1979 imagery, Approx 7500 images

tc={6838A924-2BC1-46CE-83CA-FEF39DC87EAD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Are these all 1979?		statewide

tc={7E9EB8CE-8FB2-46B9-A791-F57D9CCCA032}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Complete coverage?				

tc={78BC499B-2144-434F-80AB-7936D5DF3362}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    How common are requests?		yes		web service: https://gis.dnrc.mt.gov/imagery/rest/services/Historic; Large public request by external hard drive		yes

tc={E10BFA91-E294-401A-88EA-5B7919E0C170}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    If this imagery were at the State Library would DNRC still store and serve it?  Wondering about cost savings		250 GB		yes

						UAS-derived Orthomosaics, Approx 500 images		regional		no

tc={58ED922F-D95E-4E81-A7AE-AFF1309011EB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Could it be made public?		Pix4D(Web) or direct connection to tiffs		Yes		300 GB

tc={A4EECA47-DB50-43A3-BAFB-DA2F59FE3110}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    How fast is this growing?  Double in x years (rough guess)		could be created

		MDT		Mike Eidum, Mike Kuni		Environmental: yearly inventory, stream/wetland mitigation sites, boundary delineation

tc={7F687B42-75FE-4EFA-938F-16BFEEC9E5A0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Is this orthoimagery or site photos?				

tc={58ED922F-D95E-4E81-A7AE-AFF1309011EB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Could it be made public?				

tc={E10BFA91-E294-401A-88EA-5B7919E0C170}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    If this imagery were at the State Library would DNRC still store and serve it?  Wondering about cost savings		regional		no

tc={D8859D4B-088A-4A71-B8D3-CA9D3C27D9FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Could it be made available to public?		current imagery stored as tiff files in file directory, not easily accessible		Yes		62.2 TB currently in our Photogrammetry File Share, more in project specific folders, Esri Site Scan, and Pathway Services Mobile Imaging & LiDAR (Cloud Hosted)

tc={EF864515-206D-413A-9A82-2424E3F2C80D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    If someone requested imagery for an AOI for a particular year, how difficult would it be to find?		no

						Engineering/Construction: photogrammetry, design surface, orthomosaics, 3D terrain model, aerial and terrestrial LiDAR, thermal, mobile network imagery		regional		no		photogrammetry and lidar data is being stored in project folders		Yes				no

						Maintenance: stockpile volumetrics, videography, project documentation		regional		no		maintenance volumetric data managed by each division		Yes				no

						Historic Airplane photos dating back to at least 1956. 13445 Image collections currently documented. ~10800 GB still need to be scanned.

tc={19D6E001-A26C-4384-A7DB-6603AED9ECC0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Is imagery flown by MDT after disasters?										

tc={A4EECA47-DB50-43A3-BAFB-DA2F59FE3110}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    How fast is this growing?  Double in x years (rough guess)		

tc={EF864515-206D-413A-9A82-2424E3F2C80D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    If someone requested imagery for an AOI for a particular year, how difficult would it be to find?		Regional, site specific		no		managed in file directory, but not georeferenced or mosaiced.		Yes				no

		DOR		Robin Rude, Chad Addleman		NAIP; ESRI Imagery		statewide		yes and no		provided by MSL, Esri web services		yes

						Eagleview (2022 Flooding)

tc={B51CF87F-AAFD-4FCD-8371-66251F40EB3D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Obliques for Gov use only?		regional		yes and no		hard drive or Flood Hub

tc={B5BC9A63-C484-4A91-A449-BD543FFCACD1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    How often are requests received?		yes

						County flown imagery

tc={5C288E08-C91B-4733-9132-349B278A417E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Various counties?
Reply:
    Approx. how many?						single fly-overs stored on local hard drives		yes

						Nearmap

tc={FAD86333-30BC-46F4-9841-9B76422E19C7}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    3" resolution?						

tc={B5BC9A63-C484-4A91-A449-BD543FFCACD1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    How often are requests received?		

tc={5DACF3F4-26EE-4ED7-A524-7F2A9E23337B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Do the counties make the imagery available?						

tc={DD937A23-EB49-432A-A52C-B8DF9D6A295E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Rough guess on size?		Large Urban areas Statewide.		no		web service subscription (Not permitted for sharing outside of agency)		yes

		DEQ		Mark Blevins		4-band orthomosaics and DSMs captured "in house" with UAVs; collected for specific DEQ-permitted sites; typically 2-3 cm resolution; Approx 60 acre footprints		regional		no

tc={ECE2EB33-7006-49D3-B227-AA9236ED0C6D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Could it be made available to public?		imagery is made available to internal users of DEQ's Enterprise GIS via ArcGIS web services		yes		~1 TB		yes		DEQ imagery management plan

		University of Montana		Donna McCrea		Aerial negatives on 9" reels, primarily from 1932-1944, some color infrared from late 60s and early 70s; 30k+ images from 1932-1939 		mostly Montana (not statewide), but also Idaho, Washington, and Canada		yes		Images are viewable and downloadable, but they are not georeferenced.  ArcGIS webmap: https://umontana.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=5467e94ab6b743148f226e097e1a26bf  / ScholarWorks: https://scholarworks.umt.edu/aerial_photographs/ 						no

		City of Missoula		Lee Macholz		2023 color imagery of Missoula Valley 3" leaf-off; 2020 color imagery 3" leaf-off; 2014 color 6" leaf-off; 2004, 2002 color unknown resolution		Missoula Valley		yes and no		2020/2023: web service (can be shared as native files via a cloud-share site with minimal effort on our part); 2014, 2004, 2002: available for internal use (DB direct connection)

		City of Bozeman		Gail Jorgenson		Sanborn maps (1884-1912) scanned, georeferenced, png; NAIP; Lidar 2012, 2018, 2024; Imagery: 1969, 1980, 1987, 1990, 1992, 1994, 1995, 1996, 2000, 2004, 2007, 2012, 2015, 2016, 2018, 2021, 2023		City of Bozeman		yes		Open Data Portal: https://public-bozeman.opendata.arcgis.com/ ; External hard drives that we share; FTP portal sharing 				TBs

		Yellowstone County		Mike Powell		Recently obtained high-resolution imagery for entire county including obliques; Have older high-resolution imagery of populated parts of county flown locally		Yellowstone county		available to county, licensed: available to those with contract; limited access to public		available to county, licensed: available to those with contract; limited access to public

		Historical Society? SHPO?

		Dept. of Ag		Bret H.		Primarily use NAIP

		Dept. Military Affairs

		DES

		Butte Silverbow and other counties?

		University of Montana		Jeremy Crowley		UAS

		Lewis and Clark County		Eric Spangenberg				City of Helena and L&C County		yes		ESRI imagery program



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sheet2

		Statewide 4-band NAIP at 60cm resolution, 2005, 2009, 2011, 2013, 2015, 2017, 2019, 2021										·         Statewide 4-band NAIP at 60cm resolution, 2005, 2009, 2011, 2013, 2015, 2017, 2019, 2021												

		1990 – 2003 black and white, statewide orthos										·         1990 – 2003 black and white, statewide orthos

		Mid-20th century, b&w USGS Single Frame Archive, statewide										·         Mid-20th century, b&w USGS Single Frame Archive, statewide

		US/Canada Border, 2009										·         US/Canada Border, 2009

		Several local areas, Helena 2004, 2006; Butte 2002; Gallatin Valley 2001										·         Several local areas, Helena 2004, 2006; Butte 2002; Gallatin Valley 2001

		2021 Yellowstone flooding										·         2021 Yellowstone flooding

		Various project-based (basins), e.g., Flathead Basin and Yellowstone Basin, various years and resolutions										·         Various project-based (basins), e.g., Flathead Basin and Yellowstone Basin, various years, and resolutions
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Imagery Repository
Business Case

• Draft business case =>
 

• Imagery plans from other states to review
• Indiana Ortho-lidar – Indiana Geographic Information Office
• Kentucky - KyfromAbove
• Nebraska Imagery Business Plan
• Washington – State of Washington Commerce Aerial Imagery Study, ~20 funding contributors
• Minnesota – a Plan is current priority, has imagery Master Contract Program
• Oregon – statewide aerial imagery program steering committee, 1-foot or better every two years
• Utah – general access NAIP; license access for gov, cities, universities, tribes
• Alaska, Wyoming ?, Florida (?) (states with reg natural disasters) Texas?
• NSGIC request (geospatial maturity assessment, did it look for plans?, how was grade assigned)

State Imagery Repository 
Business Case 

 
 

Scope 
Phase 1 development of a Digital State Imagery Repository and Service for purposes of Montana 
imagery storage, catalog, discovery, and potential interaction/analysis for citizens, businesses, 
universities, governmental and non-governmental entities. Phase 1 will include only non-sensitive, 
publicly accessible imagery collections of the following types: 

Imagery types:  
 Photo: tif, mrf, geotif, crf, lrc, jp2, jpg, sid 
 Video: mj2, mjp2,  
 LiDAR: las, laz 
 Sonar: kmz 
 Digital Terrain Models: tif, ascii 
Coverage Areas/Footprints (flight paths, lines, etc.): shp, kml, fgdb, 

 
Imagery inventory of where imagery is currently stored, published, image resolution, and accuracy. 
 
Phase 1 Agencies: MSL, MDT, DNRC, DOR, DEQ 
 

Out of Scope 
Physical imagery files (9x9; reels, etc.) 
Imagery access restricted by contract  
Interactive delivery of video content 
 

Goals & Objectives 
G1: Develop architectural requirements for repository. 
 Obj. 1: system requirements document 
 Obj. 2: evaluate vendor options (Esri, Hexagon, Google, Amazon or Azure cloud, etc.) 
 Obj. 3: define what is imagery and priorities for including in repo 
 
G2: Establish a primary common repository for state agency imagery files hosted by MSL. 
 Obj. 1: repository has open access for public search and discovery 
 Obj. 2: establish business model to support repository at MSL 
 Obj. 3: evaluate level of effort for agency to move imagery files 
 
G3: Develop a searchable catalog of imagery holdings with metadata describing imagery details 
including resolution and geolocational rigor. 
 Obj. 1:  
 Obj. 2:  
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Draft available by request


State Imagery Repository

Business Case





Scope

Phase 1 development of a Digital State Imagery Repository and Service for purposes of Montana imagery storage, catalog, discovery, and potential interaction/analysis for citizens, businesses, universities, governmental and non-governmental entities. Phase 1 will include only non-sensitive, publicly accessible imagery collections of the following types:

Imagery types: 

	Photo: tif, mrf, geotif, crf, lrc, jp2, jpg, sid

	Video: mj2, mjp2, 

	LiDAR: las, laz

	Sonar: kmz

	Digital Terrain Models: tif, ascii

Coverage Areas/Footprints (flight paths, lines, etc.): shp, kml, fgdb,



Imagery inventory of where imagery is currently stored, published, image resolution, and accuracy.



Phase 1 Agencies: MSL, MDT, DNRC, DOR, DEQ



Out of Scope

Physical imagery files (9x9; reels, etc.)

Imagery access restricted by contract 

Interactive delivery of video content



Goals & Objectives

G1: Develop architectural requirements for repository.

	Obj. 1: system requirements document

	Obj. 2: evaluate vendor options (Esri, Hexagon, Google, Amazon or Azure cloud, etc.)

	Obj. 3: define what is imagery and priorities for including in repo



G2: Establish a primary common repository for state agency imagery files hosted by MSL.

	Obj. 1: repository has open access for public search and discovery

	Obj. 2: establish business model to support repository at MSL

	Obj. 3: evaluate level of effort for agency to move imagery files



G3: Develop a searchable catalog of imagery holdings with metadata describing imagery details including resolution and geolocational rigor.

	Obj. 1: 

	Obj. 2: 



G4: Provide viewing and analytical service for interacting and engaging with imagery

	Obj. 1: basic viewing of imagery provided for open public access at no cost

Obj. 2: analytical tool access and engagement with imagery provided via defined account access and at no cost [or cost-shared] for state agencies (i.e., like NHP Field Guide service).



G5: Establish base standards for submitting files for MSL repository to host

	Obj. 1: defined base metadata standards

	Obj. 2: create acceptable use certifications (e.g., engineering grade, etc.)



Issues & considerations

· Resource requirements (hardware and/or FTE) to support repository at MSL

· MSL file intake/ingestion/receipt 

		Historical files, types, format

		File standards & processing requirements

		Metadata record

· Should repository be limited to publicly accessible only or can authenticated access be designed for sensitive imagery?

· How can agency active programmatic/business needs be met with imagery hosted at MSL to avoid redundant files.

· Flight planning and coordination across agencies and governments – reduce redundancy and cost efficiencies. Basic programmatic flight planning and State Disaster Response protocols.

· Consider limiting Phase 1 to “pure” imagery only?

· Phase 2:

· Video: https://www.esri.com/en-us/arcgis/products/arcgis-video-server/overview 

· LiDAR, Sonar?



---------------------

Notes

MGIA’s Purpose Statement:

The purpose of this part is to develop a standardized, sustainable method to collect, maintain, and disseminate information in digital formats about the natural and artificial land characteristics of Montana. Land information changes continuously and is needed by businesses, citizens, governmental entities, and others in digital formats to be most effective and productive. This part will ensure that digital land information is collected consistently, maintained accurately in accordance with standards, and made available in common ways for all potential uses and users, both private and public. This part prioritizes consistent collection, accurate maintenance, and common availability of land information to provide needed, standardized, and uniform land information in digital formats.



https://doc.arcgis.com/en/imagery/workflows/best-practices/imagery-formats-and-performance.htm 



Esri concerned with SoM’s use of ServiceNow and Snowflake

	Esri working on set of documents for SoM regarding Esri, ServiceNow, and Snowflake interaction



Digital Terrain Model (DTM): represents the elevation of the ground

Digital Surface Model (DSM): represents the elevation of the tallest surfaces at that point.
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• April 17th - State Library Commission starts executive planning
• April 30th - House Bill 10 requests (long-range information technology)
• June 6th - House Bill 2 requests (general state budget)

Legislative Planning 
Key dates

8
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Legislative Planning

9

HB 10 – Long Range IT requests

State Imagery Repository Request
• Description, Scope, Objectives
• Risks
• Benefits
• Business Justification
• Describe data flow.  Any connections to external entities?
• Agencies and Applications Impacted
• Costs (personnel, contracted, hardware, other, total)
• Ongoing annual costs
• Potential Efficiencies

Collaborate in Miro 
online workspace – link 
posted in Chat results available by request

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://miro.com/welcomeonboard/ajRzMjQ2NnZ3UEVCelhpWkZpV1VtQTduRkdaYzBOc1lCbEdaZjJZYTdBVjdQQWVtVVpuYkRYclIwbGVqOXh1UXwzNDU4NzY0NTczMTE0NDI2Mjc2fDI=?share_link_id=739841310009
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Next Steps & Assignments
1. Reach out to additional agencies about inventory and business use
2. Continue to update Miro
3. Finalize and post Charter to the website

• Review active participants and add anyone new from the "larger role" Form.
4. Gather plans from other states/agencies

10
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Future Meetings
• April 17, 2024 – Billings, Montana – In coordination with MAGIP’s Annual 
Conference – 2024 Big Sky GeoCon – In–Person 

• May 15, 2024 – 9:00-11:00 a – tentative hybrid in Helena, Zoom registration
 - meeting room options?

Find working group meeting presentations, notes, and other information at:
https://msl.mt.gov/geoinfo/msdi/orthoimagery/

MSL email updates:
https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/MTLIBRARY/subscriber/new

11

https://mt-gov.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZItcO6orjsuHNHQT5-Dmfqs_jlc7RDtWtnE#/registration
https://msl.mt.gov/geoinfo/msdi/orthoimagery/
https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/MTLIBRARY/subscriber/new
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Erin Fashoway
efashoway@mt.gov

Troy Blandford
tblandford@mt.gov

mailto:efashoway@mt.gov
mailto:tblandford@mt.gov
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Participants

13

Zoom Registration List:

Zoom Chat participant list:
• Meghan Burns, MSL
• Matt Trebesch, MSL
• Karen Coleman, DNRC
• Chris French, DOR
• David Holm, Fugro
• Dorothy Friday, Eagleview
• Jeff Young, 1Spatial
• Scott Moore, ESRI
• Steve Varro, City of Kalispell
• Adam Messer, FWP
• Alex Dubish, USDA FSA
• Chad Addleman, DOR
• Dan Janosko, BSB
• Elaine Guidero, USGS
• Jeremy Crowley, UM
• Logan Cain, DNRC
• Mark Blevins, DEQ
• Mark Ockey, DEQ
• Matt Hrubesky, BSB
• Michael Fashoway, MSL
• Mike Eidum, MDT
• Patrick Jackson, MSL
• Rob Eadie, Hexagon
• Scott Dawson, Triangle Communications
• Erin Fashoway, MSL
• Caroline Rouwalk, BLM (NWMT)
• Mike Powell, Yellowstone County
• Eric Spagenberg, L&C County
• Ken Bixby, BIA

Michael Gustafson
Jamie McFadden
Rob Eadie
Maureen Celander
Meghan Burns
Troy Blandford
Jamie Jisa
Jeremy Crowley
Steve Varro
Karen Coleman
Jeff Young
Chris French
Mark Ockey
Eric Spangenberg
Alex Dubish
Logan Cain
Mike Eidum

Mark Blevins
Chris Kangas
Jason Brown
Tyler Kaebisch
Ken Bixby
Dorothy Friday
Caroline  Rouwalk
David Holm
Mike Powell
Elaine Guidero
Patrick Jackson
Michael Fashoway
Scott Dawson
Adam Messer
Dan Janosko
Chad Addleman
Matt Hrubesky
Scott Moore
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